A RESOLUTION OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY, HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, KENTUCKY, REQUESTING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LITTER CLEANUP BY ORGANIZATIONS AT GIVEN ZONES ACROSS CAMPUS.

WHEREAS: There is currently no structure implemented in our student body that gives students the ability to assist in keeping Northern Kentucky University clean and free of litter, and

WHEREAS: During the 2018 Fall SGA Safety Walk, students raised awareness of waste on campus to university officials and inquired as to how students could help make a difference, and

WHEREAS: University officials like Assistant Vice President of Facilities Management, Syed Zaidi, support the idea of having organizations in the student body have a designated zone on campus to be maintained and kept free of litter and specifically saying, ”Every year a competition will be held to determine the most well kept zone on campus, to motivate the given organizations to keep their designated zones clean and free of litter”, and

WHEREAS: The hours spent cleaning and beautifying a given organizations section will constitute as service hours and will help engage more members of campus while also giving students a greater sense of pride and accomplishment in how the university looks, and

WHEREAS: Student organizations will adopt parts of campus in direct coordination with facilities management to patrol for litter, weed control, and other beautification processes and have a more direct part in igniting a new tradition in the Norse story.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, ON THIS THIRD DAY OF DECEMBER 2018 THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY REQUESTS THAT AN IMPLEMENTATION OF CLEANUP BY ORGANIZATIONS AT GIVEN ZONES ACROSS CAMPUS BE IN EFFECT.

Signed: Hannah Maria Edelen, President

Attest: Houston Weedn, Senator